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The BMW M140i is a handsome hot hatch for those looking for something nippy and petite. It is expensive, but with outstanding price to superior performance. Automatic 8 speeds are up to 100 in just 4.6 seconds, but this is manual, and it is better just because. It is getting harder to find thrilling drives under $60k, but this definitely fits the
bill. The BMW nomity sees odd numbered models with 4 or 5 doors, and even numbers with 2 doors. That's of course if you don't count the gran coupes. M upgrades should not be confused with M models such as the emergency M3 and the fiery M5. The M140i is BMW's budget buster. It's for those good heels who don't fancy themselves
in a Focus RS or Subaru STI, as if the later could be considered inferior in any way. Sometimes, badges are more important than anything else. Exterior Exterior Black-on-black-with-just-a-touch-of-black exterior exudes strength and presence. The front of the car is dominated by a kidney grille located between angel-eye quad headlights.
Adaptive LED headlights have High-Beam Assist, and look so special that no one will confuse a BMW for any other brand. The pert butt continues the powerful belt-line which starts just behind the front wheel arch. Giant LED taillights occupy the majority of real estate from behind. Pillar C manages a strong angle thanks to the back door
and the rear door sweeping lines. A small car by any standard, 1 Series makes parking a snip. Short doors allow easy access in parking lots dominated by careless SUV owners, who insist on using several points at once. Headlights and tails also feature high in side configurations that add light and safety as needed. Wheel 18, also black,
finished off a slightly men mensceable look. It makes the take an even more impressive take especially for such a small 5 door. Have a muscular look that is subtle at the same time. Do not let the important holes in the black door handle fool you, M140i has smart entry / start and will never see any use apart from a fob with flat battery.
The lock is by touching the tendon pad on the upper handle surface. Unlocking the car means touching the inner surface of the handle, then pulling gently on the door. Interior Cabin feels premium for sure, but it is not in the same league as her posher siblings. At first glance, the controls seem deceptively simple as much of the
functionality is synthesized by a combination of high-resolution LCD tablets and I-Drive controllers between the front seats. Most menus are best solved while not yet in use. Using a touchscreen is by far the easiest method to manipulate the system. The latest BMW environment has largely been made away with the need for an I-Drive
controller. For some reason BMW persists with the system that first appeared in the unsoming Bangle-Bustled 7 series. I can't help but feel its days are numbered. One downside of touchscreens is that fingerprints damage pristine images. The central stack also has a simple feature to use controls, and 8 convenient one-touch
programming buttons. These buttons can be used to store functions including radio stations and satnav inputs. That's genius. The surface-level vent continues to roll the central temperature control of the BMW. I have never been able to understand why it's there, even in the people I've owned myself. I doubt anyone has ever used it. Let's
go with it! An asymmetrical center panel containing High Alter contains a manually numbered need and drive mode control switch. The I-drive controller rounds out a deliciously efficient layout. Harmon/Kardon sound system is almost perfect without Apple CarPlay as standard. Even on the M140i it is a $623 option. Electric seats and
mirrors have a handy memory mode with 2 positions. Like most memory seat models, it also has auto embedded mirrors for reversing. This feature is largely obsolete in 360° models. Dakota leather and M steering wheel are set up with aluminum hethy details dotted across the cabin. I like the interior for its Teutonic simplicity which
marrys form and function without losing either. Park Adaptive Distance Control M Suspension Harmon/Kardon Audio Manual Transmission (NCO) Adaptive LED Headlights with Automatic High Beam Steering Variant (Electric) Aluminum Hexgon Trim 18 M Black allows wheel M adaptive driving mode M Dynamics package Surprisingly,
driver assistance features such as lane control and blind spot monitoring are missing. It seems in no explanation to me that a driver-focused car would have such shortcomings. Many drivers no longer want to. Voice control is available but can be sensitive. By the time you've learned how to use it, you can simply press a button instead. As
always, you can still use Siri to make phone calls and process hands-free text messages even without CarPlay / Android Auto. Drivetrain A strong straight six is mating with a rev-fit six-speed manual. With 250kw and 500Nm giant, M140i still manages savings of 7.1L/100k. CO2 emissions are 163g/km with a light foot. All this goes north if
you try 4.6 seconds 0-100 dashes too often. Steering at city speed is light making parking easy. Things get more interesting as the corners come faster. Twin roll turbos make lag a thing of the past and BWM always feels ready to sprint. It's the type of car that rewards quick bends with a ready thrust to the other side. Handling is always a
BMW power, and the M140i is a dig. It is boring to say that a car drives like it is on the tracks, but it is 100% true here. Each turn is better than the last. The only thing better than a frolic in a mountain pass is a sprint to 110 highways. The compact interior means that some switches are out of reach. The window switch is at the wrist level
when your arm is comfortably rested on the hand hand handaly. The number needs are the same. I feel like I'm reaching back. to change gears. It is not unpleasant, merely slightly uncomfortable at first. Five-star safety. Good Bits Handle excellent Spritely performance Rev fits the manual Not so good Bits Some controls do not easily
reach carPlay non-standard Tight back seat and hold cargo Summary With brilliant handling, and a 0-100 under 5 seconds, BMW M140i is a posh hot cellar door anyone can enjoy. It has a free craft option, has a roar that satisfies the engine. The tires have a hum, but most of the time it is more comforting than annoying. It's just kind of the
car for someone who doesn't want to be flashy, but still wants some pep in their step. Of course, there are cheaper, faster hot blooms, and some will even be better equipped, but sometimes it is about the prestige of the badge. There is no point pretending a BMW driver will ever be happy in a Focus RS Event and Figures Engine: 3.0L
straight 6 cylinders, twin scroll turbo, 250kw,500Nm, 7.6L/100k Transmission: 8 speed auto or 6 speed manual (NCO) Safety: 5 star Origin: Germany Warranty: 3 yr/60,000km (extension packages available) Price: $54,536 ex tax ($59,990 inc. Old tax reg) Now starting at under $60,000, the BMW M140i represents a European
performance bargain. How does it fare against some of the best roads in Oz? Paul Maric found out. Engine and exhaust sound is completely saySmooth torque delivery through eight-speed automatic gearboxThe excellent braking and sharp handlingThe standard sports suspension AdaptiveLy double the cost of a Volkswagen Golf R to
serve Limited-slip differential an expensive option extraSteering can be somewhat foolish filling In comfort mode 95RON premium unleaded minimum It's a surreal experience – belts through the roads are closed once a year for incredible targa While they're not closed on this occasion, they're quiet and we have a newest set of BMW 1
and 2 Series cars to throw over them. It's been a really tough few days. The first is the BMW M140i LCI 2018. While design changes are minimal, this small pocket rocket still carries the same heart and feisty rear-wheel drive system that helps it extract the most from its forced indus, the six-cylinder gasoline engine. From the outside,
design changes are limited to the new 18-inch Jet Black alloy wheel and adaptable LED headlights. However, inside the cabin, the BMW M140i features a new high-glossy black finish in the center stack and changes the elements involved and design around the panel and around it. Plus, there are new stitching and chrome elements
around the power window controls. It can be said that the most interesting thing about M140i LCI is the price. It now starts at under $60,000, with a starting price of $59,990 (plus on-road costs). It's priced it in coo-ee's vehicles like the Volkswagen Golf R, Subaru Impreza WRX STi spec. R and Ford Focus RS. At this requested price, it
has been fully loaded with features, standards come with things like BMW Navigation Professional Infomation System, leather interior, Harman/Kardon audio system, electric chair, DAB+ digital radio and adapted LED headlights. You can see the full-features analysis in our BMW 1 Series LCI 2018 price and specifications article. These
incredible roads offer a combination of high-speed scanning angles and technical low-speed sections – the perfect blend to really test what the M140i can offer. Under the bonnet of the M140i is a 3.0-liter 6-cylinder petrol engine producing 250kW of power and 500Nm of torque, helping the car accelerate from 0-100km/h in just 4.6
seconds. The torque is sent via the eight-speed ZF Sachs automatic gearbox or six-speed manual (both at the same price) to the rear wheels. Both at idle and while the rotations are up, the six-cylinder provides a smoother engine and notes emissions that are simply intoxicating. With each gear shift there is a burp before it grabs the next
cake and continues with the surge of torque. That large plate of torque comes from 1520rpm and continues all the way through to 4500rpm before the car reaches peak power at 5500rpm. It's an extremely versatile engine that makes the most of its forced touch. The sports suspension comes with an adaptable reduceer that changes the
stiffness depending on the drive mode. While the ride in Comfort mode is good, it is still on the corporate side and is noticeable on rutted parts of the road or across rail crossings. Sport mode is notable for ride companies to allow cars to sit dead flat through the corners. While the springs are firm, the dampers do a good job of rounding the
hard edges off the bumps. Driving both in Comfort and Sport mode is good, but in Comfort mode, it lacks a bit of a sense of centre. This is partly due to the adjustment of the variable rate rack supporting electricity tightening significantly in sports mode. When we started attacking these monumental sections, the M140i felt most
comfortable at home in Sport with the gearbox in Sport mode. Relying on the throttle in any gear provides a pleasant push at the back, while jumping into giant rock stations sleeping with life, barking spits and happy noises. The brakes are damn good – four piston calipers up front (with front vents measuring 340mm) and two pistons at
the rear (with solid 345mm rotors) with reliable pedal pressure. While the rotors are not drilled cross or groove, they hold well with a batter. A special downhill section we drive requires some hard stops and the brakes do not degrade or fade at all. The static steering gear need can be activated at any time, while sliding the gear shift to
manually mode allows the vehicle to hold gears when the input needs the gear. We scored a pile of rain in our entire first day and it hardly affected the impressive M140i. Turning in is sharp, while the direction is communicating enough to capture every impairment of the road surface. Feeding the throttle out of the corner provides
progressive and predictable torque and it was not until we found the uneven part of the road where the rear end becomes convulsive. In fact, it was only in dry that the lack of a sliding limit differenti6 was noticeable. BMW used braking systems and electronic torque to limit the loss of traction inside the wheel. It's nowhere near as good as
the optional sliding differenti, but it works well in most cases. One of the major drawbacks of this package is limited stability control. Even with the car in MDM (limited stabilization intervention mode), the electronics on the car tend to react too strongly to limit torque and slide the wheel. The end result is moments that literally mean a
second goes while the torque is being t adjusted. Then it came back unexpectedly in a sudden hit that might surprise. The M140i certainly meets the brief design - small car and ultimate driving machine. But how do you live with it? Inside the cabin it feels very premium. The 8.8-inch Navigation Professional info info info system has been
updated to iDrive 6, adding a new touchscreen and interface. While we think the interface has returned a step back in terms of functionality, the speed improvements are certainly noticeable. The voice recognition system is excellent and the new tool cluster looks great. There are plenty of legs and headroom up front, with enough room in
the second row for short trips. Wireless Apple CarPlay is available as a $479 option, but we want to give it a miss. iDrive is so good that slapping Apple's UI on top of it makes it feel like an old school system that lacks BMW's effort finesse. Cargo capacity at 360 liters, reasonable. The second row of seats folds flat to increase that space to
1200 litres and the hatch door is large enough to make the space truly usable. The 6-cylinder engine requires minimal 95RON premium gasoline and uses a total of 7.1 litres of fuel per 100km in an 8-speed automatic form. If you choose the automatic gearbox (free option), you also score the boot control point, which helps it jet from
stationarily to 100km/h in 4.6 seconds fast. You think it's expensive to serve a car like the M140i? Think again. If you purchase BMW's Inclusive Service package, it will set you back just $1340 for five years (or 80,000km) of service. To put that into context, a Volkswagen Golf R in the same period will cost you more than double the
$2684.The BMW M140i is actually a cracking machine. The LCI update reinforces this as a European performance bargain. If you are in the market for a Volkswagen Golf R, Ford Focus RS or even a Subaru Impreza WRX STi, it's worth taking one for a test drive. The noise is intoxicating and the six cylinders never fail to deliver a smile
from ear to ear. The only thing we want to change is the limited coupon misinformation, it's worth stumping up more cash to add it to Click on the Gallery tab for more pictures of the BMW M140i LCI. MORE: BMW 1 Series news, reviews, videos and comparisonsMORE: Everything Technology &amp; Connectivity
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